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Master Data Management and Customer Data Integration for a
Global Enterprise
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2016 in the subject Business economics - Marketing,
Corporate Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media, , course: Bachelor
of Business in Management Applications, language: English, abstract: This study
was conducted to investigate consumer behaviour and attitudes in relation to
remaining with or switching electricity supplier. Secondary research in the form of
a literature review examines the history, development and understanding of the
factors which affect consumer behaviour in general. Primary research explores
consumer behaviour, attitudes and understanding in relation to electricity
suppliers. Primary research was conducted in two phases. Phase one involved 100
consumer surveys using an online distribution method. Phase two involved
conducting fifteen interviews with local household electricity consumers. This
investigation found that the main decision to remain with or switch electricity
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supplier came down to cost. Trust in electrical supplier’s claims was shown to have
an effect on choice. Recommendations by family, friends and colleagues also had
an impact. The main influences found included switching, combination supply
deals, environmental considerations and payment methods etc. Furthermore the
research has shown that there is high potential for the electricity supply industry to
improve marketing associated with switching and should include information on
regulations and responsibilities. The research included in this paper may be of
interest to consumer behaviour analysts, marketing professionals, electricity
suppliers, marketers of the electrical supply industry and researchers in this topic
area. This dissertation has investigated the factors effecting consumer behaviour
particularly in the area of electricity supplier choice.

The Effortless Experience
Many business-to-business (B2B) managers think that customers act rationally and
base decisions mostly on price, customer loyalty isn’t considered. Companies
outsource various activities, which enable them to improve efficiency, reduce
costs, focus more on core competencies and improve their innovation capabilities.
Supply Chain Management synchronizes the efforts of all parties—particularly
suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, dealers, customers—involved in achieving
customer’s needs. Despite much research, the relationship between customer
loyalty and the supply chain strategy remains insufficiently explored and
understood by practitioners and academics, while the theme has been extensively
developed within marketing literature. Customer Loyalty and Supply Chain
Management is the result of years of work by the authors on different projects
concerning the overlapping areas of supply chains, logistics and marketing,
drawing a connection between the literature to provide a holistic picture of the
customer loyalty framework. Emphasis is given to the B2B context, where recent
research has provided some clues to support the fact that investment in
operations, new technologies and organizational strategy have had a significant
role in understanding B2B loyalty, particularly in the context of global supply
chains. Moreover, the book provides a modernized and predictive model of B2B
loyalty, showing a different methodological approach that aims at capturing the
complexity of the phenomenon. This book will be a useful resource for
professionals and scholars from across the supply chain who are interested in
exploring the dimension of customer loyalty in the challenging supplier and
customer context.

Commitment-Led Marketing
To manage an effective customer loyalty program, third party logistics service
providers (3PLs) must understand the determining factors, as well as cultural
background on loyalty. This book develops a model of customer loyalty, which is
then validated using empirical data from nearly 800 logistics managers in Germany
and the USA. The author reviews the effects of different relational factors on the
model, and explores relevant German-US cultural differences.

FACTORS INFLUENCE CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN IKEA
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Pineapple is the third most important tropical fruit in the world, with production
occurring throughout the tropics. The demand for low acid fresh pineapples and its
processed products is one of the fastest growing markets, especially in Europe and
North America. This book provides an in depth and contemporary coverage of
knowledge and practices in the value chain of this popular fruit, from production
through to consumption. The chapters explore all the most recent developments in
areas such as breeding, novel processing technologies, postharvest physiology and
storage, packaging, nutritional quality and safety aspects. An outstanding team of
authors from across the globe have contributed to make this the definitive
pineapple handbook. Handbook of Pineapple Technology: Production, Postharvest
Science, Processing and Nutrition is the ultimate guide for scientists in the food
industries specializing in fruit processing, packaging and manufacturing. It is also a
useful resource for educators and students of food technology and food sciences as
well as research centers and regulatory agencies around the world.

Customer Loyalty and Supply Chain Management
Factors impacting on customers’ loyalty in retail sector. Case
study of Waitrose
Marketing Challenges in a Turbulent Business Environment
Internationalization, Design and Global Development
This book presents the proceedings from the International Symposium for
Production Research 2020. The cross-disciplinary papers presented draw on
research from academics and practitioners from industrial engineering,
management engineering, operational research, and production/operational
management. It explores topics including: · computer-aided manufacturing;
Industry 4.0 applications; simulation and modeling big data and analytics; flexible
manufacturing systems; decision analysis quality management industrial robotics
in production systems information technologies in production management; and
optimization techniques. Presenting real-life applications, case studies, and
mathematical models, this book is of interest to researchers, academics, and
practitioners in the field of production and operation engineering.

Strategic Marketing in Fragile Economic Conditions
Describes how many companies erroneously believe that customer loyalty is won
by dazzling them, but that research and surveys show that loyalty is based on
delivering on basic promises and offers insights for companies to use to improve
brand loyalty.

Brand Loyalty
Provides research on the emergent issue of the Internet as a central organizing
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platform for integrating marketing communications.

Programming Challenges
The tenth annual Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference held in San
Francisco focused on branding -- a subject generating intense interest both in
academia and in the "real world." The principle theory behind these conferences is
that much can be gained by joining advertising and marketing professionals with
academic researchers in advertising. Professionals can gain insight into the new
theories, measurement tools and empirical findings that are emerging, while
academics are stimulated by the insights and experience that professionals
describe and the research questions that they pose. This book consists of papers
delivered by experts from academia and industry discussing issues regarding the
role of advertising in the establishment and maintenance of brand equity -- making
this volume of interest to advertising and marketing specialists, as well as
consumer and social psychologists.

Type and Timing of Rewards as Influencing Factors on the
Value Perception of a Customer Loyalty Program
Digital Conversion on the Way to Industry 4.0
The study at hand investigates customer experiences at the American coffee
company Starbucks and develops a new scale to measure customer experience
quality on the basis of four dimensions: Service quality, atmosphere quality, flow
quality and learning quality. The study reveals that product quality itself is a
separate, but related construct to customer experience quality which alone is not
sufficient to create customer loyalty. The effect of customer experience quality and
product quality on customer loyalty intentions is found to be fully mediated by
perceived value. Moreover, perceived wealth of the customer acts as a moderator
and increases the positive effect of customer experience quality on perceived
value whereas it weakens the effect of product quality on perceived value.
Collectively, the results extend and clarify concepts in the evolving, but
inconsistent customer experience management literature. The findings enable
managers to stage customer experiences more effectively and more efficiently.

Factors Affecting Customer Loyalty of Different Strategic
Groups in the Vietnamese Supermarket Sector
"This book provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical
research findings relating to consumer confidence, marketing strategies, and the
influence of trust during a time of economic crisis"--Provided by publisher.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN THE COFFEE
OUTLETS INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA
Relationship Marketing provides a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals
and important recent developments in this fast-growing field. "This book makes a
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landmark contribution in assembling some of the best contemporary thinking
about relationship marketing illustrated with concrete descriptions of companies in
the automobile industry, consumer electronics, public utilities and so on, which are
implementing relationship marketing. I highly recommend this to all companies
who want to see what their future success will require." PROF. PHILIP KOTLER,
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, ILLINOIS

ANALYSING FACTORS AFFECTING CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN FAST
FOOD OUTLETS IN NAIROBI, KENYA
Brand Equity & Advertising
Some of today's educational experts were asked to envision the year 2020, when
technology has assumed a major role in elementary and secondary education. The
informed conjecture that followed is contained in this volume; contributors offer
visions of the future as well as specific steps that could turn those visions into
realities. Innovative ideas for research, development, hardware, software, teacher
training, technical assistance, organizational and cultural change are offered as a
means to illuminate the potential role of technology in the educational systems of
tomorrow. Technology in Education is a thought-provoking statement of what can
and should be done to advance the application of technology to education over the
next few decades. As such, it should be read by all researchers and professionals
in educational technology.

Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming.
Craftsm- ship has its quiet rewards, the satisfaction that comes from building a
useful object and making it work. Excitement arrives with the ?ash of insight that
cracks a previously intractable problem. The spiritual quest for elegance can turn
the hacker into an artist.
Therearepleasuresinparsimony,insqueezingthelastdropofperformanceoutofclever
algorithms and tight coding.
Thegames,puzzles,andchallengesofproblemsfrominternationalprogrammingcpetitionsareagreatwaytoexperiencethesepleasureswhileimprovingyouralgorithmic
and coding skills. This book contains over 100 problems that have appeared in
previous programming contests, along with discussions of the theory and ideas
necessary to - tack them. Instant online grading for all of these problems is
available from two WWW robot judging sites. Combining this book with a judge
gives an exciting new way to challenge and improve your programming skills. This
book can be used for self-study, for teaching innovative courses in algorithms and
programming, and in training for international competition. To the Reader
Theproblemsinthisbookhavebeenselectedfromover1,000programmingproblemsat
the Universidad de Valladolid online judge, available athttp://onlinejudge.uva.es.The
judgehasruledonwelloveronemillionsubmissionsfrom27,000registeredusersaround
the world to date. We have taken only the best of the best, the most fun, exciting,
and interesting problems available.
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Collaborative Customer Relationship Management
Research Paper (undergraduate) from the year 2017 in the subject Business
economics - Marketing, Corporate Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social
Media, grade: 2.1, Cardiff Metropolitan University, language: English, abstract: The
objectives of this study are: 1. To examine the impact of customer service on the
customer loyalty in Waitrose store. 2. To analyse the role of corporate social
responsibility in the selecting particular products among the customers of
Waitrose. 3. To investigate the influence of the loyalty programs on the customers
loyalty in Waitrose. Nowadays, when the competition is high and it’s difficult to get
through to the market, it’s important to invest in relationship with customers.
People, who are loyal to a particular brand, have high level of satisfaction,
therefore world of mouth is important to gain more customers in the future.
Waitrose is one of the largest grocery retailers in the United Kingdom. In 2011, the
store introduced My Waitrose card- the type of loyalty scheme. This service
enables customers to drink tea or coffee for free, discounts on specific products,
free food magazine and access to other promotions in particular period. The store
focus mainly on sales from quality, organic, free range products, what
distinguishes it from other supermarkets. Within couple of years, Waitrose received
many awards and acclaims e.g. Big Society Award and Best Loyalty Scheme.

EVALUATING FACTORS INFLUENCING CUSTOMER LOYALTY
TOWARDS ONLINE SHOPPING IN CHINA
In an ever-expanding economic world, the need for new businesses with the ability
to create and evolve simultaneously is paramount to ensure success. Hybrid
business models are essential to foster growth and promote prosperity. Start-Up
Enterprises and Contemporary Innovation Strategies in the Global Marketplace is a
critical scholarly resource that examines the relationship between worldwide
industry and the need for up-to-date technologies and methods to support such an
inclusive market. Featuring coverage on a diverse range of topics such as
corporate social responsibility, collaborator empowerment, and start-up enterprise
ecosystems, this book is geared toward managers, researchers, and students
seeking current research on the interaction between modernization and the
expansion of markets to accommodate worldwide industry.

Affecting Customer Loyalty
Driven by rapidly changing business environments and increasingly demanding
consumers, many organizations are searching for new ways to achieve and retain a
competitive advantage via customer intimacy and CRM. This book presents a new
strategic framework that has been tested successfully with various global
companies. New management concepts such as Collaborative Forecasting and
Replenishment, CRM, Category Management, and Mass Customization are
integrated into one holistic approach. Experts from companies like McKinsey and
Procter&Gamble, as well as authors from renowned academic institutions, offer
valuable insights on how to redesign organizations for the future.

6th International Conference on the Development of
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Biomedical Engineering in Vietnam (BME6)
Preface -- Introduction -- Integrated service marketing communications -- Defining
target audience -- Specifying service communication objectives -- Crafting effective
service communication messages -- The services marketing communication mix -Timing decisions of services marketing communication -- Budget decisions and
program evaluation -- Ethical and consumer privacy issues in communications -The role of corporate design -- Integrated marketing communications -- Conclusion
-- Summary -- Endnotes

Customer Loyalty
Customer Loyalty Programmes and Clubs
Boost profits, margins, and customer loyalty with more effective CRM strategy
Managing Customer Experience and Relationships, Third Edition positions the
customer as central to long-term strategy, and provides essential guidance toward
optimizing that relationship for the long haul. By gaining a deep understanding of
this critical dynamic, you'll become better able to build and manage the customer
base that drives revenue and generates higher margins. A practical framework for
implementing the IDIC model merges theory, case studies, and strategic analysis
to provide a ready blueprint for execution, and in-depth discussion of
communication, metrics, analytics, and more allows you to optimize the
relationship on both sides of the table. This new third edition includes updated
examples, case studies, and references, alongside insightful contributions from
global industry leaders to give you a well-rounded, broadly-applicable knowledge
base and a more effective CRM strategy. Ancillary materials include a sample
syllabus, PowerPoints, chapter questions, and a test bank, facilitating use in any
classroom or training session. The increased reliance on customer relationship
management has revealed a strong need for knowledgeable practitioners who can
deploy effective initiatives. This book provides a robust foundation in CRM
principles and practices, to help any business achieve higher customer satisfaction.
Understand the fundamental principles of the customer relationship Implement the
IDIC model to improve CRM ROI Identify essential metrics for CRM evaluation and
optimization Increase customer loyalty to drive profits and boost margins
Sustainable success comes from the customer. If your company is to meet
performance and profitability goals, effective customer relationship management is
the biggest weapon in your arsenal—but it must be used appropriately. Managing
Customer Experience and Relationships, Third Edition provides the information,
practical framework, and expert insight you need to implement winning CRM
strategy.

Business Innovation and Development in Emerging Economies
This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Internationalization, Design and Global Development, IDGD 2009,
held in San Diego, CA, USA, in July 2009 in the framework of the 13th International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2009 with 10 other thematically
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similar conferences. The 57 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from numerous submissions. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of internationalization, design and global
development and address the following major topics: cross-cultural user interface
design; culture, community, collaboration and learning; internationalization and
usability; ICT for global development; and designing for eCommerce, eBusiness
and eBanking.

Consumer loyalty to electricity suppliers. Factors affecting
consumer behaviour
Under the motto “Healthcare Technology for Developing Countries” this book
publishes many topics which are crucial for the health care systems in upcoming
countries. The topics include Cyber Medical Systems Medical Instrumentation
Nanomedicine and Drug Delivery Systems Public Health Entrepreneurship This
proceedings volume offers the scientific results of the 6th International Conference
on the Development of Biomedical Engineering in Vietnam, held in June 2016 at Ho
Chi Minh City.

Satisfaction: A Behavioral Perspective on the Consumer
Designed for advanced MBA and doctoral courses in Consumer Behavior and
Customer Satisfaction, this is the definitive text on the meaning, causes, and
consequences of customer satisfaction. It covers every psychological aspect of
satisfaction formation, and the contents are applicable to all consumables product or service.Author Richard L. Oliver traces the history of consumer
satisfaction from its earliest roots, and brings together the very latest thinking on
the consequences of satisfying (or not satisfying) a firm's customers. He describes
today's best practices in business, and broadens the determinants of satisfaction
to include needs, quality, fairness, and regret ('what might have been').The book
culminates in Oliver's detailed model of consumption processing and his
satisfaction measurement scale. The text concludes with a section on the longterm effects of satisfaction, and why an understanding of satisfaction psychology is
vitally important to top management.

Contemporary Research in E-Branding
Technology in Education
With the increasing competition on the market, customer loyalty has become a
decisive factor for long-term business profits. At its high, customer loyalty
connotes the high entry barriers the competitor faces when entering the market,
and it contributes significantly to a reduction of marketing costs. To attract new
customers, companies are required to invest a lot of time and money which can
result in uncertainties and risks over longer periods of time. The number of loyal
customers as a sign of market share is more significant than the total number of
customers. More loyal customers translate to high profits. Loyal customers will
continue to purchase or receive the product or service from the same enterprises,
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and they will be willing to pay higher prices for the quality products and first-class
services, thereby increasing sales revenue. Consequently, the focus of many
enterprise managers at this point is on marketing management aspects to improve
customer loyalty in order to gain the competitive advantage in the face of fierce
competition. The importance of customer loyalty has been identified by many
researchers and academics in the past years. This importance is also predominant
in the telecommunication industry and, consequently, the Nigerian telecom
industry. This book attempts to assess and analyze the variables that influence a
mobile phone subscriber?s loyalty and how Nigerian service providers can enhance
this loyalty. The study is based on a survey that uses the quantitative approach. A
structured questionnaire was developed and personally administered to a sample
of University of Ilorin students across four major GSM operators in the country.
Four hundred (400) respondents were sampled through a stratified random
sampling. Out of this, three hundred and forty-eight (348) copies of the
questionnaire, constituting an 87% response rate, could be used for the analysis.
Of the eleven (11) operational factors that were used to assess loyalty of
customers in the Nigeria Mobile Telecoms industry, all variables except Brand
Image and Service Centre Quality were found to be capable of influencing
customer loyalty and also considered as the most important loyalty variables in the
industry. The unavailability of Mobile Number Portability was found to be a
prominent factor in tying consumers down to service providers, while the generally
low satisfaction with the present state of service delivery in the industry also plays
a role. Therefore, the retention which the service providers were able to enjoy can
be described as circumstantial. The given recommendations include that the
service providers embark upon drives that will reduce dropped calls to a bare
minimum, that they improve call quality, and that they develop SMS delivery
standards.

Handbook of Pineapple Technology
Master's Thesis from the year 2006 in the subject Business economics - Marketing,
Corporate Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media, grade: 1,5,
Maastricht University, 88 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract:
Although this research is also occupied with customer loyalty programs it examines
a new customer loyalty model which tests the influence of reward systems on the
value perception of a loyalty program. Thus, the thesis introduces an empirical
research on a two part model, whereas one part differentiates between direct and
indirect premiums (type of reward) and the second part investigates the
differences between delayed and proactive reward programs (timing of reward).
The study aims at finding differences between the type and the timing of reward
on the value perception of a loyalty program, which is new in academic research.
In addition, this study grounds on the automobile industry, i.e. a high involvement
setting, in contrast to prior academic science which focused on the low
involvement setting. The inclusion of moderating factors that contain information
on customer's relationship maintenance motivation and relational benefits shall
also help to shed light on differences in value perception according to the level of
dedication or constraint based relationships. In addition, the degree of social,
confidence and special treatment benefits is also assumed to manipulate the value
perception of loyalty programs as moderating factors. Lastly, the study discovers
relationships between the type and the timing of reward. The study results clearly
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reveal that there is no difference between direct and indirect rewards, whereas the
proactive system demonstrates to have an obviously higher value perception than
delayed rewards. Furthermore, the moderating factors partly prove to influence
value perception. Hence, dedication based relationships favour direct rewards over
indirect rewards and the proactive system over the delayed system.

Customer Loyalty in Third Party Logistics Relationships
This is a guide to understanding entrepreneurial ecosystems: what they are, why
they matter, and to whom they matter. Ben Spigel explores this popular new
theory of economic development, locating the intellectual roots of ecosystems,
explaining the practices and processes that allow ecosystems to support the
creation and growth of innovative entrepreneurial firms.

Keeping the Family Business Healthy
Business Innovation driven by the advancement of technology has dramatically
changed the business landscape over recent years, not only in advanced countries
but also in emerging markets. It is expected that business innovation could help
achieve economic inclusion, which has been a global initiative over the last
decade, creating opportunities for all people to benefit from the economic
development. These proceedings provide an outlet for discussing the importance
of business innovation, especially in emerging countries in helping to reach
inclusive economies. The papers cover the subject areas management, accounting,
finance, economics and social sciences.

Customer Loyalty: a Survey of Factors Influencing Customers
Choice of Shop
For any company, large or small, the most effective protection against competition
is long-term customer loyalty. Stephan Butscher's step-by-step guide explains how
the key to customer loyalty lies in identifying and offering your customers the right
combination of financial and non-financial benefits.

Mobile Telecommunication Customer Loyalty in Nigeria:
Determining Factors
Service Guarantee prospect in signalling Service Quality
towards Customer Loyalty
Doctoral Thesis / Dissertation from the year 2020 in the subject Communications Public Relations, Advertising, Marketing, Social Media, , language: English,
abstract: This study provides empirical evidence to clarion calls for insights on the
lack of work on resorts specifically the five-star resorts sector which is referred to
works by Line and Runyan in identifying the deficiency in empirical evidence
towards literature on resorts. This study provides new evidence into the formation
of loyalty determinants in the five-star resorts, specifically in the Malaysian tourism
industry. Although various studies have been conducted by scholars to identify
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such a phenomenon, very few has identified salient marketing strategies to be of
value to practitioners, in overcoming the lack of loyal customers. This study frames
the current problems faced by academia, the industry and the government to
produce a cogent discussion on how to solve these problems by providing a strong
and tested strategy, the service guarantee, to enhance customer loyalty in the
resort sector. Problems associated with the industry and marketing gaps in
literature are mainly based on a lack of strategy and factors in determining loyalty
from the customers’ perspective. Based on gaps in literature related to the
hospitality industry as a whole a lack of a structural modelling and is identified. The
second order latent modelling that this study envisions, would provide clearer
directions to the industry and other stakeholders to develop and mitigate customer
centric marketing strategies to acquire and retain their target markets.

Service Marketing Communications
Description: A report by the Institute of Grocery Distribution based on a survey of
factors which influence customers' choice of shop.

Customer Experiences affect Customer Loyalty: An Empirical
Investigation of the Starbucks Experience using Structural
Equation Modeling
Good planning is more than just thinking ahead; businesses need a strategic
approach to ensuring their success. Keeping the Family Business Healthy provides
readers with a guide to strategic thinking, including how to maintain growth, how
to shape business direction, preparing for new leadership, and working with a large
and diverse family base.

Start-Up Enterprises and Contemporary Innovation Strategies
in the Global Marketplace
Keeping and gaining market share is what most business strive for in the race to
make brands profitable. In a hugely competitive world, customer loyalty has
become a key area for concern. What would happen if you could go one step
further and identify not just those customers who are loyal to your brand, but those
who are truly committed to your product or service? This book helps you to do just
that. More that ten years ago, Jannie Hofmeyr and Butch Rice created something
called The Conversion Model - a technique that analyses the degree of a person's
psychological commitment to anything and everything. Marketers will be able to
gain a strategic advantage within their market if they implement the thinking, tools
and strategies outlines in this book. "After years of using customer satisfaction
measures I was extremely frustrated at the lack of correlation between satisfaction
and subsequent customer defection rates. The measurement of commitment, via
The Conversion Model provided the vital link I had been looking for." Alan Gilmour,
Brand and Marketing Director, Lloyds TSB "The Conversion Model enabled us to
establish real insight into loyalty and we effectively fused it with a segmentation
process. This has allowed us to really grapple with the core market dynamics and
establish key marketing objectives in an increasingly competitive and diverse
marketplace" Mark Horton, Group Head of Marketing, Northcliffe Newspaper Group
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"Since I first came across the Conversion Model back in 1990, I have always found
it was the perfect tool for measuring the health of brands I've worked on" David V.
Spangler, Director, The Council for Marketing and opinion Research (MCMOR) and
former Research Director of Levi Strauss Co "The Conversion Model is a compelling
strategic marketing tool that offers a true understanding of institutional investor
behaviour. It is a predictive indicator of potential market share gains and losses
with a phenomenal degree of precision." Patricia Toney, Manager, Marketing
research, Chicago Board of Trade "To grow a business, convert customers to your
offering and then keep them committed.a very powerful answer is in this book."
John Deighton, Professor of Business Admininstration, Harvard Business School
"Using the Conversion Model has given us significant insights into brand choice
across a range of countries and culturesThe added dimension of commitment has
allowed us to understand more comprehensively what is in the mind of our
consumers - a real plus in terms of giving us the competitive edge." Janett
Edelberg, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons

Relationship Marketing
Edited in collaboration with the Academy of Marketing Science, this book contains
the full proceedings of the 2014 Academy of Marketing Science World Marketing
Congress held in Lima, Peru. The key challenge for marketers during the last two
decades has been assuring high satisfaction and strong customer loyalty. Today,
consumers’ ever-changing desires, instantaneous communication through social
media and mobile technology and an unstable global economic climate all come
together to stir up market turbulence. This volume explores how traditional and
modern marketing practices facilitate development of new and innovative
products, help create increased product/service differentiation, ensure better
service quality, and most of all, create value for stakeholders even in such a
turbulent business environment. Showcasing cross-cultural research from
academics, scholars and practitioners from around the world, this volume provides
insight and strategies for various marketing issues in today’s emerging markets.
Founded in 1971, the Academy of Marketing Science is an international
organization dedicated to promoting timely explorations of phenomena related to
the science of marketing in theory, research, and practice. Among its services to
members and the community at large, the Academy offers conferences,
congresses and symposia that attract delegates from around the world.
Presentations from these events are published in this Proceedings series, which
offers a comprehensive archive of volumes reflecting the evolution of the field.
Volumes deliver cutting-edge research and insights, complimenting the Academy’s
flagship journals, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (JAMS) and AMS
Review. Volumes are edited by leading scholars and practitioners across a wide
range of subject areas in marketing science.

Managing Customer Experience and Relationships
Transform your business into a customer-centric enterprise Gain a complete and
timely understanding of your customers using MDM-CDI and the real-world
information contained in this comprehensive volume. Master Data Management
and Customer Data Integration for a Global Enterprise explains how to grow
revenue, reduce administrative costs, and improve client retention by adopting a
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customer-focused business framework. Learn to build and use customer hubs and
associated technologies, secure and protect confidential corporate and customer
information, provide personalized services, and set up an effective data
governance team. You'll also get full details on regulatory compliance and the
latest pre-packaged MDM-CDI software solutions. Design and implement a dynamic
MDM-CDI architecture that fits the needs of your business Implement MDM-CDI
holistically as an integrated multi-disciplinary set of technologies, services, and
processes Improve solution agility and flexibility using SOA and Web services
Recognize customers and their relationships with the enterprise across channels
and lines of business Ensure compliance with local, state, federal, and international
regulations Deploy network, perimeter, platform, application, data, and user-level
security Protect against identity and data theft, worm infection, and phishing and
pharming scams Create an Enterprise Information Governance Group Perform
development, QA, and business acceptance testing and data verification
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